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Background: Mechanisms for mitral regurgitation (MR) in patients (pts) with left ventricular (LV) dysfunction are complex. Cardiac 
resynchronization therapy (CRT) may improve MR, however, the relationship of MR with dyssynchrony and its impact on long-term outcome is unclear.
Methods: We prospectively studied 138 CRT patients with NYHA III/IV heart failure, QRS ≥120ms, and ejection fraction (EF) ≤35%. MR was 
quantified by vena contracta width and jet area, and severity graded from 1+ to 4+. Baseline dyssynchrony was assessed as interventricular 
mechanical delay (IVMD) > 40ms and speckle tracking radial strain delay > 130ms. Long-term outcome events were pre-specified as death, 
transplant or left ventricular assist device (LVAD).
Results: Of 138 CRT pts, 74 (54%) had no significant MR (≤ grade 1+), 64 (46%) had significant MR (grade 2+ to 4+) at baseline. Outcome events 
included 26 deaths, 6 transplants, and 5 LVADs over 4 years. In pts with significant baseline MR, radial dyssynchrony was significantly associated 
with event free survival (p=0.03) in pts without MR, IVMD was significantly associated with event free survival (p<0.002).
Conclusions: In CRT pts with significant MR, baseline radial dyssynchrony was associated with a favorable outcome after CRT, which supports 
resynchronization of papillary muscles as one of the mechanisms for benefit. Interventricular dyssynchrony is most associated with favorable 
outcome after CRT in pts without MR.
 
